Endolaryngeal cysts presenting with acute respiratory distress.
This is a retrospective review of benign cysts of the adult endolarynx that presented as airway emergencies in four teaching hospitals of Dublin, Ireland, over 2 years. During that period nine patients with endolaryngeal cysts necessitating emergency airway intervention were managed. All cases were treated by endoscopic microlaryngeal marsupialization after securing the airway either at the same time or as a staged procedure. Four of these patients required tracheostomies, one performed under local anaesthesia and the others after initial endotracheal intubation. Definitive treatment was carried out in six cases at initial endoscopic diagnosis. Three of the tracheostomized patients had a staged management, two because of their medical status and one for further investigations. On the basis of our findings we suggest that all benign cysts around the endolarynx should simply be called 'endolaryngeal cysts' instead of the current practice of trying to classify them into various histological and morphological types with no prognostic or management differences. Benign cysts of the endolarynx presenting with airway obstruction would appear to be more frequent than is generally maintained in the literature.